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Abstract

For measurements of EM? at high altitude one might use a rocket platform
which can be approximated as a finite-length conducting circular cylinder.
This distortion problem is particularly bad in the case of the electric field
in conducting air where the problem is nonlinear. The magnetic field distortion
problem can be reduced by judicious placement of the magnetic field sensors.
To further reduce the distortion problem an inductive-resistive insert section

m is proposed for the platform which reduces the axial current on the cylinder
for high frequencies. Finally a current sensor insert which can measure the
axial current on the cylinder is discussed.
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T.-* Introduction

The~e distortion effects can he minimized to some extent for the magnetic
field by optimum placement of che ma~necic field sensors. Another improvement
can be ma(!eby reducing the resonant scatteri& of the i~cidcnt field. This
can be done by the addition of ~.ninductive-resistive (LP.)scct”ionin the
cylinder to dzmpen the resonant s!f.inCurrent. This section mi~ht be placed
near the cr?nterof the cyl.incler?:,i.-.ti~catedin figure 1. This section could
also be replaced by a CUL-rClltL;C’)SO’T:0 measure the skLn current. ln this note
~:econsider some of tI~efield dis~:~:~.tonproblems for nc~ligiblc atr conductivity
ad then for significant ai;-cs:?d.lc:l;ity.This is followed by a proposed
inductive-resistivetype of c!<mp~r~I::vice. Finally ue discuss a current sensor
l~hichcan L,5.j.nterch~~l~ed ~]f.~h r!.: ! “. dampin~ device.

1. Capt. Carl E. Baum, Ser-rcorar!clSimulation Note 39, Some Electromagnetic
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II. Negligible Air Ccstductivity

First consider tie field distortion problem with the air assumed non-
conducting. As is well known a perfectly conducting cylinder has a pronounced
resonance at a radian frequency, MO , for which 2h is about half a wave-

0.
length”~. There are also other higher frequency resonances but we only
concern ourselves at pxesent with the one at LOO. This lowest order resonance

will be excited by an ancident electromagneticpulse if it has significant
radian frequency content near u and does not have its polarization and

o
direction of incidence in directions such that there is negligible coupling
to this resonance, One might attempt to orient the cylinder such that the
incident electric field has no z componene, thereby having no coupling to
this resonance. However, this may be rather difficult to accomplish with
good accuracy.

The surface current density on the cylinder associated with this lowest
order resonance is independent + and has only a z component. The
associated scattered electric field has z and p components; che scattered
magnetic field has a + component only. (See figure L for coordinates.)
If the incident waveform has significant radian frequency content near U.

and excites this resonance then these scattered field components will have
a ringing waveform. Sensors located near the top of the cylinder, as in
figure 1, will respond to these fields as well as to the incident fields,
However, note that right on the z axis all components of the scattered
magnetic field and the x and y components of the scattered electric field
are zero. This applias not only to this first order resonant mode but to all
scattering modes with mnly p and z electric field components and a 0
magnetic field componemt which are all independent of $. Thus we can ideally
locate sensors on the z axis to measure Bx ,, B Bz , Ex , and E

Y’ Y
and have such sensorsinsensitive to the principal resonant mode of the-cylinder
as well as some other scattering modes. The sensors would be centered on the
z axis and would also be constructed symmetrically (since they have finite
extent) to avoid coupling to the scattered fields associated with the principal
resonant mode. In practice perfect symmetry will not be present and some
unwanted coupling may still remain. A method of further reducing the magnitude
of the scattered fields associated with the principal resonance is discussed
in section IV.

Next consider the electromagnetic field distribution around this cylinder
at low frequencies. If the incident field includes an E component large Ez

z
and E components will.result near the ends of the cylinder.

P
This effect

will have to be included in calculating the response of electric field sensors
near the end of the cylinder. Other incident electric field components are

2. R. W. Sassman, R. “W.Latham, and A. G. Berger, Sensor and Simulation Note 45,
Electromagnetic Scattering From a Conducting Post, June 1967.
3* Richard W. Sassma~, EMP Interaction Note 11, The Current Induced on a Finite,
Perfectly Conducting, Solid Cylinder in Free Space by an ElectromagneticPulse,
July 1967.
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distorted near the end of the cylinder, but not as drastically. Just below
the sensor section begins the conducting cylindrical platform which we approxi-
mate as being perfectly conducting so that it excludes the magnetic field from
the interior of the cylinder. This cylinder then distorts the magnetic field
near the sensor section. This distorti-ofi--issignificant for distances of the
order of several times the cylinder radius, a, from the cylinder. Thus we
can space the magnetic field sensor a little away from the end of the conducting
cylinder to avoid the distortion. Alternatively one might shape the conducting
cap on the end of the cylinder to minimize the distortion and/or make the
distortion more readily calculable so that it can be more easily taken into
account in the sensor design.



1X1. SignificantAir Conductivity

Now let the air have a significant conductivity, such as would be
present in the source region from a high altitude nuclear explosion. As
we have discussed in previous notes, the air conductivity is a function of
the electric field making the electric field distortion problem a nonlinear
one4s5, Then if there is a significanceinc~.dent Ez the rocket platform

will greatly distort it in a nonlinear fashion, thereby significantly
perturbing a measurement of any electric fieid component. If the platform
could be oriented such that there were no significant incident E one

z
might then attempt to measure E and/or E

x
with sensors centered on the

Y
z axis but removed several times the cylinder radius, a, from the end of
the conducting cylinder. Again, however, orienting the platform in this
direction such that there is no significant Ez may be rather difficult

in practice. El c ric field measurements in conducting air raise other
pro~~ems as ~ellt,g. In particular, the sensor should not distort the electric
field. This requires the sensor conductors to be exposed to the conducting
air. The air may be streaming by the sensor at high speeds if it is lifted to
high altitudes by a rocket and the sensor may be to weak to withstand the
forces and still have the required electrical characteristics. The problem
of electric field measurement in conducting air on this rocket platform then
looks difficult at best.

The problem of magnetic field measurements on this platform in conducting
air is somewhat different. For frequencies low enough that the skin depth in
the conducting air is much larger than the length of the platform, 2h, then
the magnetic field distortion associated with the local distortion of the air
conductivity is small compared to the incident magnetic field. In a previous
note we considered this problem for magnetic field loop sensors6. Now we
have to compare the skin depth with 2h instead of the sensor dimensions
which may be much smaller. The reader may refer-to this previous note (ref.
6) for a lengthier discussion of this problem, Of course, one may wish to
measure the magnetic field at higher frequencies for which the skin depth is
of the order of 2h, or even much less. For such frequencies the nonlinear
air conductivitymay be significant bub its influence can perhaps be minimized
to some extent. If there is a significant incident Ez then there will be a

large surface current density flowing in the z direction on the conducting
cylinder. The associated magnetic field should mot couple very strongly to
magnetic field sensors located at the end of the cylinder near the z axis.
The sensors can be encapsulated in an insulating dielectric to impede any
flow of current from the conducting cylinder through the sensor into the con-
ducting air. Perhaps the conducting cylinder could itself be coated with

6

4. Lt. Carl E. Baum, Sensor and Simulation Note 15, Radiation and Conductivity
Constraints on the Design of a Dipole Electric Field Sensor, February 1965.
5. Lt. Carl E. Baum, Sensor and Simulation Note 26, The Influence of Finite Soil
and Water Conductivity on Close-in Surface Electric Field Measurements, September 1966.
6, Lt. Carl E. Baum, Sensor and Simulation Note 29, The Influence of Radiation
and Conductivity on ~ Loop Design, October 1966.



insulating dielectric to impede the flowof current between the cylinder and
the conducting air. Another way to reduce the z component of the surface
current density, at least for some of the high frequencies, is to use the
technique discussed in section IV. -—.



IT]● Inductive-ResistiveReduction of Skfn Current

[Tenow consider a technique for reducing the
cur]:er~tdensity, J on the platform. Referring

s’ --
z

z component of the surface
to fi~ure 1 one thing one

rni~htimagine doing would consi~t of cli-ridin~the platform in.’cotwo distinct
cylinders, ea:h with len~th rouuhly h, \Jithno conductors at all running

between the two parts then J \zouldbe zero at the diviston.
s

l!uUCVCrthis
:1

type of splitting up of the platform may not be acceptable in many c:~~cabecause
one my want to run si~nal ccbl.cs,power cables, etc. between LIICttto~Jartsof
r!leplrltfornl.

is assumed negligible. The remzinder of the volume between p = b and p = a
is filled with insulating dielectric of permcabi.lity Uo, Around the outside

there is a resistive uheet of Im.form su;.-faccrcai~tance R~ which connects

to the conducting shield on both s~des of the insert.

Now consider frequent!.csJ.c’wcmoush that wavelen~ths or skin depths,
as appropriate, in the mn~nct.icco~e, i~~sul.atin~di.clr-c~ricjand ail-zre all
much larger than both a and 11. ~ur~cnt in ~}lc n di~cction on t-heshield
passes cIIrouuhtileinsert-by pcss~n~.either tl~rou~l~ti~c :.m:~utive 911c12C or On

the cent?al cube of radius, b (via LIICtop and bottom concluctin: zl~eets

on the insert). Associated ~~itllt~lcseCIJOcurrent paths i.llcrcarc two irrtped-
ances which act in parallel to ~ive the equivalent circuit in fifjure3. The
resistance associated with the resistive sheet is given by7

R=&R
2rra s

Associated with the current, Ib, in the +-z direction on Lhc central tube

(1)

! 7. All units are rationalized MK’SA.

I
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there is a magnetic field in the + direction for b < p < a given by

lb
2Trp”‘@=—

This gives an inductance associa~cciwith this volume in the insert for
b < p <a as

(2)

(3)

We then characterize the insert by L and R or as an inductive-resistive
insert. For su’.ficientlyhi~h frequency, of course, the impedance characteristics
of this inser: deviate from tl~esimple paroll.cl R and L in equations (1)
and (3) resp<:tively.

In t e presence of negligible air conductivity and without this LR
insert t~i platform has a resonance at a radian frequency, U. , with a
corrcsp ,Ldingwavelength approximately 4h. The a.ssociatcdcurrent, I, iS
paral~ 1 to the z axis. }JCJWadd the insert, but first consider R = ~t
Then .necurrent is forced to flow through the inductance, L. Combining
L T .th the source impedance of the platform would still give an oscillatory
co’figuration with a lowered resonant frequency, Note, howcvcrj with the
~ .t~oductionof L there is a voltage drop across it. NOW adding R in
~azallel with L, current is made to flow through R thereby introducing
some loss into the system and damping I and the associated resonant fields.

In order that the insert be effective in damping I it is necessary
that L be large enough to allow the dissipation of the ~torcd energy in the
unwanted oscillatory fields by R in times comparable to one oscillation
period, Roughly spealcing,this requires L to be about as large as what one
mi~ht term as the platform inductance which is of the order of ~oh (provided
n/a is not too large or too small). Assuming that w’ is almost as large
as w, then from equation (3) we see that L is of the order of Hrpow .

L
Assuming that w << h this then requires ~ to be of the order of

r
Q>> 1,
w

In case a high-frequency relative permeability of this mqnitude is difficult
to obtain then the desi,gnof the insert will have to be chanced. For example,
the central tube passing between the two sections of the platform could be
bent to wind around a magnetic core several times to increase the inductance.
There is no significant problem in realizing the required resistance since R
can be varied over an extremely large ranEe in practice. To accurately determine
the effect on I due to varying L and R one can calculate I from the
solution of an electromagnetic boundary value problem. One note has been written
about this approach and a second, including numerical calculations, is being
prepared8.

8. R. W. Latham and K. S. H. Lee, Sensor and Simulation Note 51, Minimization
of Induced Currents by Impedance Loadin8, April 1968.
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In the presence of sufficiently high air conductivity th~ platform
(without the LR insert) does not exhibit the resonant behavior discussed above.
In this case there is no resonance to dampen. However this LR inse~t may
still be u~eful in that it con reduce the current flowinE in the ~z direction
On the platform for hifihfrcc]ucncic:fiand thereby perhaps rcclucccome OE tlIc
mafincticfield distortion at l~i&ilfrcqucncics.

While we have discussed the insertion of one L?. section in the placform$
it may be desirable to i.nsc~tmore than one, if practical. For the rrse of
ne~ligib?.eair conductivity one mi~l~ttry to dmnpcn Dome of Lhc l~iLherorder
resonances, as well as the principal ones by appropriate po~i~ionin~ of several
LR inserts.
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v. Measurement of Skin Current

Imtcad of reducing the axial skin current one might want
for varinm reasons. One vay to do this.is.by the in~ertion of
such as ~te one illustrated in fifiure4, in the rocket platform

to measure it
a current sensor,
instcrtdof the

LR i.ngezc. b.gainthere is a cond!~ct~.ngtube of radius b to allow passaze of
c.a5L2s!:ficveenthe two sections of tha platform. There is a vertical conducting
sheet :; p = a’ with a circum~::.:cntialsap of width w’. A cuurent, I, in
the i-z direction then produces a magnetic field as in equ~tic~ (2), givin~
a ma~nacfc flux, (1),between p = b cnd p = a’ as

(f,)

where r: is the height of-the sensor volume in the z direction, Note the
presence of insulatin~ dielectric of permeability P. in the sensor volume as

well as outside the sensor cap. If now we place si~nal cables to pick up the
voltage across the circumfe~ential loop gap we will have a signal voitage (for
negligxhle signal-cable lo~.d)given by

where r+ is the mutual inductance given by

(5)

(6)

and where N is the effective number of loop turns linking 0. This number,

11,depends on the way the siEnal cables are hooked up.

Ideally the inputs to the signal cables are uniformly distributed around
the cixcvnferential gap so that the resulting signal comes only from the
ma~net~.cfield associated with I, the net platform current in the z direction.
FiSure ;* shol{sa case Of /+ signal cables rcr.oving the signal fi’~nthe gap,
passinv f!lroughthe top conducting sheet, and coming to~ethcr Ct :cn@ common
collecrzon point. All the cables should have the sfimetransi~ ~iuc fkom the
loop fj:,;l.‘1’llecables are ascum~‘d to bc properly terminated so .ajto give a
het rcs:ctznce R as a load across the gap. The induc~ancc of the current
ser.sorc’ructure, as presented to the platform, is

This L and P, give the.
sensor in the platform as
circuit to apply we need

(7)

elements for the equivalent circuit of tilecurrent
illustrated in figure 3. Note that for this equivalent
a’ = a, If a’ < a then we could tnclude another

13
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inductance for the volume of height w between p = al and p = a.

To have this sensor respond to ~ as in equation (5) we need L/R
much less than times of interest. Assuming this to be the case then L is
the dominant element in the equivalent cizcuit of figure 3. For the case of
negligible air conductivity and frequencies of the order of U. (principal

resonance) or less the platform inductance as considered before is of the order
of poh. Since typically we have w << h then L is much less than the plat-

form inductance and produces only a small perturbation in the platform current,
I. For a more general air conductivity if we have radian wavelengths or skin
depths much larger than the largest linear dimension
h >> a,w, then we can think of the sensOr as a small
giving only a small perturbation in 1.

There are other designs of inductive-resistive
also consider which are symmetric about the z axis

of the sensor and also
perturbation in the geometry

current sensors one might
and maintain the continuity

of the platform shield through the sensor. For example, one might wish to make
the inductance much larger than the resistive load to have a signal proportional
to I instead of ~. For each case, however, one should assure himself that
the impedance introduced by the sensor into the platform only perturbs I
insignificantly.

—
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VI. Summary

A rocket platform used for EMP measurements at high altitude can introduce
significant distortion of the incident electromagnetic fields in the vicinity
of the electromagnetic sensors. In the preseri~.of negligible air conductivity
the platform has its lowest frequency resonance with large axial currents for
the cylinder length approximately a half wavelength. This resonance may
introduce a ringing waveform in the sensor outputs, superimposed on the incident
waveform of interest, By adding an inductive-resistiveinsert to the platform
this resonance can be damped. Also some of sensors can be located to minimize
coupling to the scattered fields associated with this resonance.

In the presence of significant air conductivity the field distortion
problem is nonlinear. Then if ehere is any significant distortion of the incident
electric field any electric field measurements are questionable. The effects
of the electric field distortion and accompanying air conductivity distortion
are riotas detrimental to the magnetic field measurements. For skin depths
in the conducting air much larger than the platform length the distorted air
conductivity should not have a very significant effect on the magnetic field
measurements. For smaller skin depths or higher frequencies the effect of
the field distortion on the magnetic field measurements can be reduced by several
techniques, The sensors can be located to reduce coupling to
magnetic field; the inductive-resistiveinsert can be used to
frequency axial currents; insulators can be used to cover the
form, thereby reducing the flow of current between the medium
sensor combination.

the scattered
reduce the high
sensors and plat-
and the platform -

Instead of reducing the field-distortion problem by using an inductive-
resistive insert, one can measure the axial platform current. Note that the
current sensor can be made to be interchangeablewith the inductive-resistive
insert at the same position in the rocket platform, thereby increasing the
flexibility of the measurement system. Also note that both the inductive-
resistive and current sensor inserts can be made so as to preserve the continuity
of the platform electromagnetic shield for the internal equipment.

The problems associated with measurement of the EMP fields are rather
complex. This is especially the case in the conducting air in the source
region. It would be highly desirable to subject such a platform with sensors
to a realistic simulation of the environment EO obtain confidence that the
various problems have been solved and to estimate the accuracy of such a
measurement system. From a theoretical viewpoint there are various electro-
magnetic design problems for SUCh a platform and its sensors which may be
treated in detail in some future notes.
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